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Exective Summary
The 2021 NLP Industry Survey was a global online survey that ran for 65 days (from June 10 to August
13,2021). There were a total of 655 respondents from more than 50 countries. More than a quarter of
all respondents held Technical Leadership roles. Respondents were recruited via social media, online
advertising, the Gradient Flow Newsletter, and outreach to partners.

Tech Leaders emphasized the following features as key
to NLP solutions: Accuracy, Production Readiness, and
Scalability.
•

Tech Leaders cited difficulty in tuning and costs as
the top two challenges.

Tech Leaders singled out NER and document classification
as the primary use cases for NLP.
•
•

Entity linking and knowledge graphs are also gaining
importance because of the rise of AI.
Looking ahead, we expect growth in Q&A and natural
language generation use cases powered by language
prediction models.

Overall, a third (31%) of all respondents stated they use
Spark NLP, making it the most popular NLP library in our
survey; 53% stated they used at least one of the following NLP libraries popular within the Python ecosystem:
Hugging Face, spaCy, Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK),
Gensim, or Flair.

60%

of Tech Leaders indicated that their
NLP budgets grew by at least 10% compared to
2020. A third (33%) of Tech Leaders indicated that
their NLP budgets grew by at least 30%. Oneseventh (15%) of Tech Leaders indicated that their
NLP budgets have more than doubled.

83%

all respondents stated that they
used at least one of the following NLP cloud
services: AWS Comprehend, Azure Text Analytics,
Google Cloud Natural Language AI, or IBM Watson
NLU.

34%

of all Tech Leaders stated their
organization used Google Cloud Natural Language
AI, making Google Cloud NLP the most popular
cloud NLP service for the second straight year.
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Introduction
NLP—natural language processing—
encompasses a wide range of business
use cases that are mostly text based.
Consider that people use text to record
and transmit their communications in
general. As such, text is one of the most
widely available and “interoperable” data
formats.

organizations with years of history
deploying NLP applications in production
compared to those which are exploring
NLP, responses from Technical Leaders
versus general practitioners, company
size, scale of documents, and geographic
regions. We draw insights and indicate
trends based on those contrasts.

According to research for our 2021
survey report AI in Healthcare, NLP has
become one of the most important
technology components for trends in AI
and healthcare. Other business verticals
such as Financial Services have a long
history of leveraging text mining and
have fueled NLP adoption across business
sectors. Today, NLP plays a vital role in
many tasks that involve documents and
text communications. Applications also
include patent analysis, scientific papers
for pharma research, global supply chain
optimization, sports news recommenders,
and so on.

In our 2021 survey report, we also
have a year-over-year trends contrast
with our 2020 NLP Survey Report, which
we highlight throughout the report.
Of course, 2020 was an incredibly
challenging year in many ways,
and applications of NLP in industry
expanded in highly visible use cases
such as analysis of newly published
COVID research, attempts to detect
where popular news sources were
being influenced by political actors, and
summarization of climate-related effects
worldwide, to name a few.

Our 2021 NLP Industry Survey analysis is
informed by several important contrasts:

The bottom line is that this is a very
interesting time for natural language
processing.
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Industry

Demographics

Location
43%

31%
25%

Countries with the largest share of respondents
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Stage of Adoption

Job Role

Company Size

Volume of Documents Processed

Key Segments

28% of respondents hold technical leadership positions (“Tech
Leaders”), and 45% work in organizations that have NLP models
in production. We will use segments based on job type, company
maturity, and company size throughout this report.
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Use Cases
As in the 2020 survey, document classification and named entity recognition (NER) are the most popular NLP
use cases. NER refers to locating and identifying key entities (e.g., company names, product names, location
names) within text. NER is an important component of many language applications and is usually the first
step in information extraction projects. A sign of the practical benefits of NER is that companies further
along the NLP adoption curve (“Mature”) are using NER at a higher rate compared to early-stage companies.
NER is increasingly applied alongside another use case that is drawing attention because of the rise of AI:
entity linking / knowledge graphs. Looking ahead, we expect growth in Q&A and natural language generation
use cases powered by large language prediction models and related open source alternatives.
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54%

of Tech Leaders use NLP for
named entity recognition (NER)

48%

of Large companies use NLP for
document classification
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Budget
NLP budgets look slightly rosier compared with results from the 2020 survey. The 2021 survey took place
June 10 to August 13, 2021, a period when many countries had better control of the pandemic, at least
compared to the same period in 2020. To gauge the level of spending on NLP, we inquired about budgets
allocated to NLP and paid special attention to the perspectives of people who have visibility into IT
spending within their organizations. Recall that “Tech Leaders” are respondents who hold one of these roles:
“Manager” or “Architect” or “VP or CxO.”
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60%

of Tech Leaders
indicate their NLP budgets
grew by at least 10%. More
than half of all respondents
from organizations with
a Mature NLP practice
indicate their NLP budgets
grew by at least 10%

33%

of Tech Leaders
indicate their NLP budgets
grew by at least 30%

15%

of Tech Leaders
indicate their NLP budgets
have more than doubled
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Tools & Solutions
The number of NLP solutions (models, libraries, tools, platforms) continues to grow. As we write this report,
there are upwards of 16,000 models being shared just on the Hugging Face model repository. What criteria
do respondents use to evaluate NLP tools? Tech Leaders emphasize Accuracy, Production Readiness, and
Scalability. Accuracy refers to the effectiveness of pre-trained models that come with NLP libraries. Accuracy
is particularly important since NLP projects and language applications involve pipelines, where the results
from a previous task and model are used downstream. Imagine using an NER model and using it to feed a
downstream task: if your NER models aren’t sufficiently accurate, those errors will impact the next stages of
your NLP application.
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Tech Leaders continue to put a premium on production
readiness and scalability: 24% of all Technical Leaders cite
production readiness as the most important criteria.
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Usage Rates for NLP Libraries
As with last year’s survey, Spark NLP
is the most popular individual library
among survey respondents. Spark NLP is
popular among people already using big
data frameworks like Apache Spark, and
its creators have also been improving
their tools and documentation to make
inroads among Python users. One factor
to keep in mind when examining the
results is that the largest industry sector
for survey respondents is Healthcare—an
industry where Spark NLP’s creators have
a commercial offering.
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Survey respondents who work mainly within the Python
ecosystem have several libraries and active communities
to choose from: NLTK, Hugging Face, spaCy, AllenNLP,
Gensim, and additional recent entrants like Stanza
and Flair. Based on our own experience and on our
conversations with NLP practitioners who use Python
libraries, many of us rely on a variety of libraries within
the same language pipeline. In practice, Python NLP
developers may end up using some libraries for quick
prototyping and experimentation, and other libraries for
production workloads and projects.
•

31% of all respondents state they use Spark NLP,
making it the most popular NLP library in our survey;
53% state they use at least one of the following
NLP libraries popular within the Python ecosystem
(Hugging Face, spaCy, NLTK, Gensim, Flair).

•

41% of Tech Leaders indicate their organization
uses Spark NLP; 51% of Tech Leaders indicate their
organization uses at least one of the following
Python NLP libraries: Hugging Face, spaCy, NLTK,
Gensim, or Flair.

The expansive ecosystem of tools and libraries makes
this a great time to be an NLP developer and user.
Many of these libraries can be used together—most
NLP developers use several of these libraries in their
projects. Not only are there many open source libraries
with active communities to choose from, the maintainers
of these libraries are incorporating new models and
improvements at a torrid pace. Looking ahead, one new
open source project to pay attention to is JAX: as we
write this report, over a third of the 16,000+ models on
the Hugging Face model repository were built with JAX.
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Cloud Services
83% of all respondents state that they use at least one of the following NLP cloud services: AWS
Comprehend, Azure Text Analytics, Google Cloud Natural Language AI, or IBM Watson NLU. About a third
(34%) of all Tech Leaders state their organization uses Google Cloud Natural Language AI, making Google
Cloud NLP the most popular cloud NLP service for the second straight year.

79%

of Tech Leaders
state they use at least one of the
four NLP cloud services we listed.

78%

of respondents
who work at companies that are
at the Mature stage state they
use at least one of the NLP cloud
services we listed.

84%

of respondents
who work at companies that are
still Exploring NLP state they
use at least one of the NLP cloud
services we listed. 45% of such
respondents use Google Cloud
Natural Language AI.
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When asked about key challenges faced
when using cloud NLP services, Tech Leaders
cite difficulty in tuning and costs as the top
two challenges. This is not surprising to
experienced users of NLP tools and libraries
who often find themselves needing to tune
and customize models for their specific
domains and applications. General purpose
models tend to be trained on open data sets
like Wikipedia, news/media sources, or data
sets used for benchmarking specific NLP
tasks. For example, an NER model trained
on news and media sources is likely to
perform poorly when used in specific areas
of healthcare or financial services.
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Costs of NLP Cloud Services
The cost of using NLP cloud services correlates with
the number of documents you need to process. So,
while it’s relatively inexpensive to process documents
when you are in the early stages of using NLP, the more
documents you process on a regular basis, the more it
makes sense to use open source options.
•

Google Cloud Natural Language pricing: “Your
usage of the Natural Language is calculated in
terms of ‘units,’ where each document sent to the
API for analysis is at least one unit. Documents that
have more than 1,000 Unicode characters (including
whitespace characters and any markup characters
such as HTML or XML tags) are considered as
multiple units, one unit per 1,000 characters.”

•

Amazon Comprehend pricing: “requests are
measured in units of 100 characters (1 unit = 100
characters), with a 3 unit (300 character) minimum
charge per request”

•

Azure Text Analytics pricing: “Text Records
correspond to the number of 1,000-character units
within a document that is provided as input to a
Text Analytics API request.”

The concern over costs clearly can be seen among
respondents who work for companies that regularly
process a High Volume of documents (more than
500,000 documents per month).
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Data for NLP
Pre-trained NLP models frequently have to be tuned before they can be used in specific applications and
domains. Tuning models requires data labeled for the specific task and domain. When asked how they
generate labeled data, a third of Tech Leaders (32%) and a third of respondents at organizations with a
Mature NLP practice (35%) indicate that they use a text annotation solution. Another fifth of respondents
from these two segments report outsourcing data labeling to a dedicated team or service.
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Data Sources
We close by examining data sources for NLP projects. Tech Leaders and respondents at
organizations with a Mature NLP practice report that they rely primarily on text fields in
databases, on files (PDFs, docx, etc.), and on online content. Of these three sources, files like
PDFs are the most challenging to deal with. There continue to be many challenges and dataquality issues inherent with extracting text from PDFs. Deep learning models have made
advances, but it can still be more cost effective to scan a PDF document and apply OCR to
extract its text before using an NLP library.
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Closing Thoughts
In most regards, our survey demographics
in 2021 are quite similar to those in 2020.
Geographic distribution is also nearly the
same, with slightly fewer respondents
from Asia-Pacific. The top four industries
held steady, except for a minor shift in
representation from Computers, Electronics,
and Technology (CET) to Healthcare.
For the key requirements for evaluating NLP
libraries and solutions, numbers are similar
this year, except that this year, mediumsized organizations place more priority on
“scalability” and “fit with existing software
stack.” That probably reflects the growth
in maturity as well as in budgets, where
medium-sized firms are contending with
the integration and scale of NLP projects in
production.
Among the NLP libraries in use, Spark NLP
remains at the top—perhaps partly due to
high representation of respondents working
in Healthcare —while Hugging Face jumps
up to #2 in ranking. It’s important to keep
in mind how NLP applications typically use
multi-stage workflows, and many of us rely
on a variety of libraries (e.g., Flair + Gensim,
or spaCy + AllenNLP) within the same
language pipeline.
Use of NLP cloud services is rising steadily,
with a 23% increase for the Top 4 cloud
providers—AWS, Azure, GCS, and IBM—since

2020. Even so, there are serious implications
about the pricing models for these cloud
services as NLP practices scale. The more
documents you process on a regular basis,
the more it makes sense to use open source
options.

companies don’t have. The limited feasibility
of re-training general-purpose models for
specific use cases will likely continue to
pose problems until tools become readily
available to make tuning easier and more
cost-efficient.

Looking ahead, we expect growth in use
cases for Q&A and natural language
generation, powered by large language
prediction models and related open source
alternatives. Notably, these include:

Additionally, in order to tune an off-the-shelf
model, you need to annotate data specific
to your domain and application. This is one
reason the demand for annotation solutions
remains strong—35% of Mature companies
are using Data Annotation. Similarly in 2020,
a third of the Technical Leaders indicated
they use annotation solutions.

•

GPT-3

•

Hugging Face

•

Jurassic-1 Jumbo (largest model ever
made available to developers)

•

Eleuther AI

These large-model approaches tend
to require ample cloud resources, and
that presents a dilemma. On one hand,
respondents cite “costs” and “difficulty in
tuning” as the top challenges for cloud
services. One the other hand, generalpurpose off-the-shelf models tend to be
trained on open data sets like Wikipedia,
news/media sources, or data sets used for
benchmarking specific NLP tasks. Models
built on these general datasets need to
be trained and tuned to work in specific
domains and applications, which requires
budget and talent resources most small

Summarization stands out as an NLP use
case prioritized more highly by Mature
organizations than companies in earlier
stages of adoption. This is likely due to
abstractive summarization’s reliance on
advances in deep learning, a technology
requiring budgets and resources many
smaller organizations don’t have. Moreover,
the challenges in 2020 (pandemic, political/
media strife, etc.) demonstrated more
urgency for summarizing large volumes of
texts.
One relatively new open source project
to pay attention to is JAX. For example,
in August 2021, more than a third of the
models on the enormous Hugging Face
model repository were built with JAX.
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